
Clear Design Launches The Ventus Task Chair 
This new chair combines multiple intelligent features providing all-day comfort and 

flexibility for the workspace   
  
San Antonio, TX | June 2, 2022: Clear Design announced today the release of The Ventus, an 
exciting addition to the line of task chairs in its FAST Program. The Ventus is a highly 
ergonomic solution to office and workstation seating that features an automatically adjusting 
weight balanced synchro-tilt mechanism and provides users with many adjustments, including; 
armrests, chair height, 3D lumbar support, and seat depth, allowing for increased comfort and 
improved posture throughout the day. With 12 colorways available, you can customize the 
chair to compliment any space. 
  
“We are beyond excited for the addition of The Ventus chair. It has come to fruition through 
combining intuitive, user-centric design with rigorous testing.  This is a game-changing 
addition to our line of task chairs in the FAST Program,” says Director Luke Warrilow. “We 
believe it will add a new level of flexibility and customization for our dealer partners, backed 
by our industry-leading warranties.” 
  
Other features and benefits of The Ventus include: 

● Breathable mesh back 
● 3 Frame/Back color combos  
● 4 Seat cushion colors  
● Synchro-tilt mechanism with multi-position locking 
● Automatic weight-balanced tension adjustment 
● BIFMA Certified  

  
For more information about The Ventus or the many lines of benching, height-adjustable 
desks, conference furniture, training tables, and more for the entire workspace, visit 
https://mycleardesign.com/. 
  
About Clear Design 
Office furniture manufacturer Clear Design first began in Sheffield, England in 1983. The US 
operations began in 2003 and have grown every year due to its high-quality, creative office 
furniture solutions and exceptional Customer Experience Team. With quick lead times, free 
project quotes, and renderings within 48 hours, Clear Design has built a reputation for 
providing reliable solutions quickly, and always going above and beyond for its customers.  
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